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Abstract 

The ~b~r+/toTr + ratio from hp annihilations on a liquid hydrogen target, for h momenta between 64 and 297 MeV/c ,  was 
measured using the OBELIX spectrometer at LEAR. The raUo R(dpTr/torr) = t r (~p  --~ dp~r+)/tr(hp ~ tour +) turned out 
0.110 + 0.015star 4- 0.006syst. Implications of this result on the OZI rule are discussed. 
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Fig 1. Quark hne diagrams for ~p anmhllaUon into q~Tr mesons. 
a)"halr pro" diagram, OZI forbidden; b) contribution from the 
strange sea 

The vector mesons are nearly ideal coherent ad- 
mixtures of singlet and octet components of the nonet 
of SU(3). The quadratic Gell-Mann and Okubo mass 
formula suggests a physical mixing angle 0 = 38.5 °, 
not far from the ideal mixing angle 00 = 35.3 °, this 
latter implying a pure sg composition for ~b, and to 
made only of u and d quarks. The Okubo-Zweig- 
Iizuka (OZI) rule [1] requires vanishing amplitudes 
for processes represented by disconnected quark di- 
agrams. Thus, if the ~b meson is a pure s$ state, its 
coupling to non-strange hadrons through "hair pin" di- 
agrams like that in Fig. la, should be suppressed by 
the OZI rule. The ~b can be produced only via its ufi 
and dd components. 

For real mesons, i.e. in the case of nearly ideal mix- 
ing, the OZI rule requires that the ratio R(dp/to) be- 
tween the production cross section of ~b and to be ex- 
pressed by 

Rozi(~b/to) ~ t g 2 ( 0 -  00) ~ 0.003 (1) 

Substantial enhancement in ~b production and hence 
significant deviation from OZI rule prediction charac- 
terize pp experimental results [2-12] in many chan- 
nels and starting from different initial states [8]. The 

recent data from Crystal Barrel and OBELIX at LEAR 
with ~b(to)~" and (b(to)y in the final state [9-12] vi- 
olate dramatically the theoretical ratio Rozl(d/to).  

High ~b production rates have been related to the 
production of gluonic states [ 13]. The particular role 
of ~bTr compared with to~- has also been assumed to 
be due to an intermediate cryptoexotic 4-quark state 
[ 14,15], a resonance in the ~b~- system, identified in 
the controversial C-meson(1480) [ 16,17]. An other 
possible mechanism for an increased ~b rate has been 
suggested to be final state interaction of kaons [ 18- 
21], as rescattering of the K from K*-decay on the 
directly produced K, thus forming a ~b-meson via an 
OZI-allowed intermediate state. 

The presence of strange quarks sea in protons could 
also justify the enhanced & production [22,23]. Data 
on dimuon production in inelastic neutrino-proton 
interactions have shown [24] that the proton struc- 
ture function contains a considerable contribution of 
strange quarks in contradiction with the naive quark 
model. Also other experiments seem to require a 
strange quark content of the proton: elastic neutrino- 
proton scattering [25], which show evidence for 
rather large axial vector matrix elements related to 
strange quark components in the proton wave func- 
tion; the typical asymmetry parallel-antiparallel found 
in the inelastic cross section of longitudinally polar- 
ized muons scattered inelastically off polarized targets 
[26], discussed as "spin crisis of the proton" [27], 
requests that a substantial fraction of the proton spin 
should be carried by strange quarks and gluons [ 28 ]. 
If the strangeness is initially in the proton, the ~b 
meson can be directly produced wa the OZI-allowed 
connected diagram of Fig. lb. 

The exploration of the validity of the OZI rule has 
suggested to the OBELIX experiment at LEAR to start 
a systematic study of fi/annihilations in the channels 
~bX and toX with X = 7r +, using both ,6 and fi beams. 

The result obtained by OBELIX for the (05~r/w~r) 
production ratio in antiproton annihilation on deu- 
terium target [ 11 ] is 

R( ~ r / t o z ' )  = 
o'(pn ---+ qbq'r- ) 
o'(pn ~ toq'r- ) 

= 0.133 4- 0.026 

(2) 

which indicates a significant deviation from the theo- 
retical value given by Eq. ( 1 ). 
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In this letter we report a measurement on ~b meson 
and to meson production performed with the antineu- 
tron beam of the OBELIX facility on a liquid hydro- 
gen target. 

The following reactions have been investigated: 

~p ~ 4 ~ r  + 
I ~ K - K  + 

h p  ~ to 7r + 

I ~ ,t7.+77.-71- o 

The antineutron momentum was in the band 

64 < Pn < 297 MeV/c  

The (q~Tr/to~') production ratio obtained by ~ anni- 
hilation is much greater than the OZI prediction and in 
very good agreement with the value (2) obtained by 
the same experiment in p annihilation on deuterium. 

The data presented here were taken at LEAR with 
the OBELIX spectrometer able to detect charged and 
neutral (gamma) particles following the annihilation 
of antinucleons on nucleons or nuclei. The detector 
complex is described in detail in [29]. It consists 
of four sub-detectors arranged between and around 
the poles of the CERN Open Axial Field Magnet 
(OAFM): a Spiral Projection Chamber (SPC); a 
time-of-flight system (TOF); a Jet Drift Chamber 
(JDC);  a High Angular Resolution Gamma Detector 
(HARGD).  In the configuration used for the h beam, 
the SPC has to be removed. Moreover, during the 
data taking referring to this analysis, the electromag- 
netic calorimeter was under calibration and, hence, 
its information was not used in the analysis. 

The h were produced via the charge exchange reac- 
tion p p  --~ fin on liquid H2 production target located 
in the upstream pole of the OAFM. The ,O's, while 
slowing down from 305 MeV/c  to 98 MeV/c  (the 
threshold for the charge exchange reaction), produced 
a h beam with a ~ 64 - 297 MeV/c  continuous mo- 
mentum spectrum. The description of the experimen- 
tal techniques related to the h beam facility, as well 
as the trigger strategy, are described in Refs. [ 30,31 ]. 
In fact the present data are a subsample of the events 
collected during the runs described in Ref. [ 31 ]. 

A data sample of ~ 2.3 x 106 events of h p  anni- 
hilations was collected in two different runs (May 91 
and June 92) using different first level triggers. The 

data reduction of the original data sample proceeded 
through several steps. First of all, events with the ver- 
tex reconstructed in the target fiducial volume were 
selected. A second cut was based on the event topol- 
ogy: only events with three fully reconstructed tracks 
in JDC and belonging to the identified vertex, with the 
correct charge combination, were retained. In this way 
most of the background due to events with a wrong 
multiplicity of prongs and/or charge assignment was 
rejected. Furthermore, annihilations occurring outside 
the target region or on the mylar walls of the target 
were also rejected. 

In order to isolate the exclusive final states, we im- 
posed different criteria, according to the studied chan- 
nel. 

In the case of the reaction: 

h p  ~ K -  K+ ~ + 

we required the identification of at least one kaon (by 
TOF), and imposed a 4C kinematical fit (CL 10%) 
to the hypothesis K - K + T r  +. We verified, as a check, 
that the squared missing mass spectrum was less than 
0.01 GeV2/c 4, which ensured no contamination from 
events with one ~r ° missing. 

The "monochromatic" 7r + (of  ~ 650 MeV/c)  re- 
coiling against the ~b offered the opportunity to mea- 
sure the momentum resolution of the detector, that 
turned out to have a o- less than 4.1%. 

In the case of the reaction: 

h p  ~ 7r-qr+ Tr+ cr 0 

in which the 7r ° it not detected (missing), we im- 
posed a 1C kinematical fit (CL 10%) to the hypothe- 
sis 7r-Tr+~+Tr ° and a cut on missing mass, selecting 
only events with squared missing mass between -0 .06  
GeV2/c 4 and 0.08 GeV2/c 4. In order to remove resid- 
ual background, mainly represented by the competing 
reaction h p  ~ 7r-qr+~ -+, the remaining events were 
tested against this hypothesis. We retained only those 
events that satisfied the 4C kinematical fit with a CL 
less than 1%. 

As a final result, after the application of all the cuts 
and selection criteria, the final data sample contained 
1116 events for the h p  --~ K - K + I r  + channel, and 
46854 events for the h p  ~ ~--~r+~+~ -° channel. 

Fig. 2 shows the invariant mass spectrum for the 
( K -  K +) combinations. 
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Fig 2 K - K  + mvafiant mass for the ~p ---+ K-K+cr  + channel. 

In the figure the energy region around the ~b mass 
is plotted, together with a fit of  the data. The fit has 
been done using the expression f f i t  = fbg (m) [1  + 
a B W ( m )  ] where BW is a Breit-Wigner function con- 
voluted with a Gaussian representing the resolution 
of  the apparatus, and fbg is the background expressed 
as fbg = f l [ ( m  -- m t ) ( m f  -- m)]  ~', where m, repre- 
sents the threshold mass for the K + K  - system, my the 
kinematical maximum value accessible for the invari- 
ant mass m ( K + K  - )  and a,  /3, y are parameters. In 
the inset of  the figure, the whole spectrum is plotted, 
showing the narrow peak centered at the q~ mass, well 
separated from the (relatively low) background. The 
obtained mass of~b was m~ = 1022.3 4- 0.9 MeV/c  2. 
The full width obtained from the fit (F~ = 8.0 4- 
1.1 M e V / c  2) gave an experimental mass resolution 
tr = 2.6 4- 0.5 M e V / c  2. From the fit, the measured 
number of  ~b resulted: N~ = 72 4- 8. 

Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass spectrum for the 
( 7r- ~r + 7r °) combinations. In the region of  to meson, a 
clear peak emerges. In this channel, even with a back- 
ground relatively high, the fit to the spectrum gave for 
the to mass rot, = 777.0 + 1.0 MeV/c  2, with a width 
F,o = 34.7 4- 4.4 M e V / c  2, implying an experimental 
mass resolution o- = 14.4 4- 1.9 M e V / c  2 for events 
with this topology. 

Since in the ~r-~-+~ ° channel the background is 
high, as it can be better seen in the inset of  the figure, 
the method of  the A parameter [2] was used, in order 
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Fig. 3 ~r-cr+~ -° invanant mass for the ~p ---* ~r-~r+~r+~r ° chan- 
nel 

to determine the number of  to in a reliable way. In fact, 
as shown in [2] ,  the to decay amplitude is proportional 
to the parameter: 

= (ql × q2) 2 
cr(m 2 _ E,~2)2 

and hence, from the experimental distribution of  the 
events as a function of  A, it is possible to perform a 
statistical discrimination between the to signal and the 
background. Here m refers to the invariant mass of  
the ~-Tr+zr ° system;/z,,  with i running from 1 to 3, 
indicates the mass of  ~--, ~r +, 7r°; ql is the momentum 
of one of  the three pions in the to centre of  mass 
system; q2 the momentum of  a second pion in the to 
centre of  mass system; a = 1/108 is a normalization 
factor that ensures that A runs from 0 to 1. 

For a pure to signal with no background, the events 
distribution versus h is expected to be a straight line 
with positive slope crossing the origin. I f  only back- 
ground is present, the corresponding A distribution 
should be fiat. In real cases, in which the to signal 
lies above some background, the A distribution will be 
the sum of  the linear spectrum and a fiat background. 
In Fig. 4 it is shown the distribution of  events ver- 
sus A obtained for events belonging to the region of  
the ~r-~-+~ ° invariant mass spectrum, centered on the 
to peak and 4- 40 M e V / c  2 wide. The distribution is 
nicely fitted by a straight line with positive slope due 
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to the contribution of  the to signal and whose inter- 
cept with the vertical axis gives the level of  the back- 
ground. As  a check, the sum of  the A distributions ob- 
tained for events belonging to the two adiacent regions 
immediately before and after the selected one, and 40 
M e V / c  2 wide each, is also shown in Fig. 4 (hatched 
his togram).  This spectrum should correspond to back- 
ground only and its linear fit is, in fact, flat. Doing 
successive fits with different cuts around the to mass 
it was possible  to obtain the constant number of  to 
which turned out to be: No, = 1046 4- 81. 

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations have been per- 
formed in order to: 1) estimate contaminations of  
other channels under the 4, and to peaks; 2) calculate 
the overall efficiency for the selected channels, taking 
into account the full detector characteristics and the 
influence o f  the trigger and cuts. 

The simulated channels that could introduce back- 
grounds in the obtained 4, and to signals were: 

h p  , K - K + 1 r + ¢ r  ° 

hp , K~s K0rmss'tr + 

np , ~--1r+~-+lr%-0 

Their contaminations were evaluated to be, with the 

selected cuts, less than 0.2%. 
The states 3S l and 1P l are the only initial states ac- 

cessible to the ~bzr + and toTr + systems. In principle,  it 
is possible, for the case of  4, production, to select the 
initial state of  annihilation. I f  one considers the angle 
O between the 4, momentum and the momentum of  
one o f  the kaons in the K + K  - rest frame, the angular 
distribution is described by sin2(0) for annihilat ion 
from the 3Sl initial state, while the annihilat ion from 
the 1/'1 state would lead to a mostly uniform distribu- 
tion. 

In our case, the lack of  statistics prevented us to 
obtain a clear answer on the percentage of  initial states 
in the reaction under study. However, the ratio of  the 
efficiencies obtained from Monte Carlo calculations in 
case of  pure S- or P-wave turned out to be the same 
and equal to: 

eo,(3S1) ~ eo,(1p1) 
- -  - 0.887 + 0.025 

e4±(3S1) - e4±(lP1) 

The experimental ratio between the produced rates 
of  4, and to mesons in the annihilation process is given 
by the following expression: 

o ' ( h p  ~ ck~ + ) _ N 4 , e o , O ( t o ) l  n 

cr( h p  ' w ~ +  ) No,e4± D ( d) ) l ~  

where: 
N4, is the number of  measured ~b 
No, is the number of  measured ca 
e 4' is the detection efficiency for 4, 
co, is the detection efficiency for to 
D(~b) is the decay mode percentage 4, ~ K + K  - 

D( to )  is the decay mode percentage to --, ~r+Tr-Tr ° 
I~'o, is the h intensity 

One has: 
N4, = 72 + 8, No, = 1046 + 81 
eo,/e 4' = 0.887 + 0.025 

0 ( 4 , )  = ( 4 9 . 1 + 0 . 8 ) % ,  D ( t o ) = ( 8 8 . 8 + 0 . 6 ) %  
From which one gets: 

o'(np ,4,~r +) 
= 0.110 + 0.015stat 

t r (np  ) to'n "+) 

where the reported error is statistical only. 
As far as systematic errors on the ratio are con- 

cerned, since the data samples from which the chan- 
nels have been analyzed have been collected in the 
same experimental conditions,  systematic errors on 
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Table 1 
Recent results on (ok~to) raUo from Crystal Barrel and OBELIX 
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Channel (~b/to) Ref 

pp ~ dpy, toy 0 23 4- 0.09 [ 12l 
pp---~ gaTr°,tozr ° 0.14'4-004 [10] 
tip ~ c~7, to~7 00064-0002 [9] 
hp --* ~b~r+, to~'r + 0 1104-0016 present work 
pd---~b~r-,toTr- 01334-0026 [111 

detector performances or data taking fluctuations can- 
cel each other and therefore do not affect the result. 
Systematic errors depending on X 2 cuts for event se- 
lection or cuts on missing mass (in case of  the to me- 
son) were carefully evaluated. A significant contribu- 
tion came only from the systematic error associated 
to cuts on the missing mass, which turned out to be 
5.7%. 

The phase space for (b and to production is differ- 
ent and therefore the measured ratio of  cross sections 
may need to be corrected. Classically, the two body 
phase space is given by the decay momentum q. Van- 
dermeulen [ 32],  in the frame of  the "nearest thresh- 
old dominance model" for the/~p annihilation in two 
mesons, characterized by the dominance of  annihila- 
tion channels with small momentum transfers from 
the p p  system to the two mesons, has introduced a 
phenomenological factor, which scales the classical 
two body phase space, f v  = q e x p [ - A ~  Sab ) ], 
where s is the invariant mass squared of  the/~p sys- 
tem and Sab = (m~ + mo) 2, with m~ and mo masses 
of  the two final state mesons. The correction factor on 
the ratio of  the cross sections is therefore given by 

F - q(to) e x p [ - A x / ( s  - so~)] (3) 

q((b) e x p [ - A v ~ -  s0) ] 

where, A = 1.2 (GeV/c2)  - l  [32] ,  &o = (m~+m~o) 2, 
s o = (m~r + m0) 2. In our case, q ( t o ) / q ( ( b )  = 1.19 
and F ~ 1. 

Finally, the corrected experimental ((b~-/to~-) pro- 
duction ratio turned out: 

R~xd(bcr / to~ . )  = o ' ( ~ p  ~ (b~r + )  . F 
o'( hp ~ to~ "+ ) 

= 0.1 I0 4- 0.015stat 4- 0.006syst 

In Table 1 we compare the present result for the 
((b/to) ratio with the values recently obtained by the 

Crystal Barrel and OBELIX Collaborations in various 
channels. 

All values strongly deviate from the OZI rule pre- 
diction ( 1 ), with the exception of  the (b(to) r/channel, 
for which only a small difference has been measured. 

In order to evaluate the magnitude of  the OZI rule 
violation, following Okubo [33] ,  let us define, for the 
case of  ideally mixed vector mesons, in which (b is a 
pure sg state, the ratio Z of  the matrix elements T for 
production of  s~ pair and non-strange the qgl pair in 
N.~ annihilation: 

Z = 
v ~ T ( 1 7 N  ~ M + gs) 

T (  ~IN ~ M +  ftu) + T (  N N  --* M + d d )  
(4) 

where M stands for non-strange mesons (pions).  I f  
the OZI rule is valid, the matrix element T ( N N  
M + gs), which can be described by the disconnected 
graph of  Fig. la, should be suppressed, i.e. Z = 0. 
The magnitude of  l Z t then represents a measure of  
the violation of  the OZI rule. In the real case, with (b 
and to mesons mixed by the physical angle 0, one can 
analogously define the ratio/3 between the production 
amplitudes of  (b and to: 

T ( A I N  ~ M + (b) 
/3 = ( 5 )  

T ( 1 7 N  --+ M + to) 

Therefore 

]/3 12= o-(/VN --~ M + (b) F = R ( ( b / t o ) F  
o-(~'N ~ M + w) 

= RC((b/to) (6) 

where F is the correction factor which takes into ac- 
count the different phase space for (b and to produc- 
tion, previously defined (Eq. (3 ) ) .  

By using the mixing formalism for the components 
of  the SU(3)  nonet and the definition (4) ,  the mea- 
sured ratio of  production cross section R ( ( b / w )  can 
be expressed in terms of  the OZI parameter Z 

] Z +  tg (0 -00)  z 
I 12= /3 R((b / to )  Z tg-(ff---b~ --- 1 (7) 

If  the OZI rule is valid, Z << 1 and then 

( ( b / )  ~ tg2(O ) Rozt to = - 00 = 0.003 
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In the present case, 

RCxp(~b/a~) = 0.110 -t- 0.016stat+syst (8) 

Therefore we obtain 

RCxp(~b/t°) = 37 4- 5 (9) 
ROZI (qb//a))) 

which indicates a substantial deviation from the value 
predicted under the validity of the OZI rule. 

To calculate the value of ] Z I, since/3 is a complex 

quantity fl =[ fl { e '~, where T is an unknown phase 
factor, one gets from Eq. (7) :  

qzl2= 
I fl 12 + 2 t g ( 0 -  00) I f l l  c o s T +  tg2(~9- 00) 

t g 2 ( O -  O0) [ fl [2 - 2 t g ( O -  O0) { fl{ c o s T +  1 
(10) 

In our case, giving { /3 [2 the measured value (8) ,  
we obtain the following boundaries for the parameter 
[ Z ], which gives the magnitude of the OZI rule 
violation in hp -~ O~(oJ)~r + annihilation: 

(0.272 + 0.023) < [ Z [ < (0.393 -4- 0.025) (11) 

In conclusion, a dramatic violation of the OZI rule, 
with a (~b~-/toTr) ratio a factor about 40 greater than 
the predicted theoretical value, was measured in an- 
tineutron proton annihilation. A corresponding value 
for the OZI parameter [ Z [ between 0.27 and 0.39 
was found. The same stricking violation in the ~b (~o)~- 
channels had been previously observed by ASTERIX 
and, more recently, by Crystal Barrel and OBELIX. 
Indeed OZI rule violation has been observed in many 
channels of tip annihilation and in fin annihilation. 
A strong dependence on the quantum numbers of the 
initial state has been observed. The ~b~r mode, in par- 
ticular, strongly violates the OZI rule if the/~p anni- 
hilation occurs from the spin-isospin triplet 33S 1 state. 

Conventional approaches based on two-step pro- 
cesses for kaon formation with final state interaction 
seem at present not able to explain the violation. 

The selecttvity in favour of one specific channel 
might be justified by assuming a mixing of the initial 
state with a four-quark sgq~7 state, a cryptoexotic, de- 
caying preferentially qb~-, created in the intermediate 
stage. The experimental existence of such a state has 
however to be confirmed. 
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The intrinsic strangeness content of the nucleon re- 
mains as a reasonable assumption for explaining the 
observed OZI violations. 
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